A program designed for DNA sequence analysis by people with no computer background or experience is described. The criteria used in the program design were (i) user friendliness, (ii) ability to handle large DNA files ( > 10 kilobases), (ill) low storage requirements so that it could be put on a personal computer (IBM), (iv) written in a widely used language (FORTRAN 77) and (v) ability to handle all of the needed tasks for DNA analysis.
programs for repeats can take a lot of time.
Languages other than FORTRAN have various advantages for certain types of applications. However, the wide body of FORTRAN programming (Including other DNA analysis programs) and graphics support available together with our familiarity with the language made FORTRAN the best choice for our purposes.
In all the ensuing discussions, unless otherwise noted, the word sequence will denote a string of nucleotide bases while the word file or sequence file will mean a base sequence together with descriptive information about the sequence.
A computer file is a collection of information, for our purposes a collection of sequence files, that is stored somewhere in a computer.
DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAM

File Management
File management is controlled by two concepts. The first is the concept of SEQ and SITE files. SEQ files are large files containing the sequences of genes or the large plasmids like pBR322 for example. The limit placed on their sequence size is 15 kllobases (can be increased).
SITE sequences have a 1000 base length limit. They include enzyme recognition sites and any other groups of small files (e.g. primer sequences) that the user wishes to search for in the large SEQ sequences.
The second concept is that of categories and files within those categories. Categories are used to keep individual files classified under their own heading (e.g. plasmids). Each category resides in a separate computer file, although the user never sees this. Each sequence file consists of a filename, entry or modification date and time, comments entered by the user and the base sequence. SEQ files are placed within their category in the order in which they were first entered. SITE files reside within their category In alphabetical order (a subprogram is in place for alphabetic sorting). The alphabetic sorting was included for convenience in displaying the entire category and for searching purposes.
No restriction Is put on the number of SEQ or SITE files within a category.
Updating or creating a category is accomplished easily by means of an editor and a file management subsection. End the sequence with a % Ctrl' z."
appears. The indicator "entry ( nnn) -"
is used for each additional base, where 'nnn" denotes the current base. Currently, programs are being developed to interface to a nucleic acid analyser that uses a dlgitpad for gel reading. We are also planning greater graphics-user Interaction capabilities as the GSP (4) package is upgraded. Colour, as it is presently being used, serves simply as a visual aid.
In the future, it will be used as a more Interactive tool. The eventual goal is interactive gene sequence design based on a complete set of analysis programs.
